One of the Many Victims of the Oil War.
Next week the Appeal will print the circulation report. It's near the half million mark now and will pass that by the time next week's issue goes to press. Socialism is gaining by leaps and bounds!

The Appeal Army
The huge increase in the circulation of the Appeal is due to the efforts of the Appeal Army.

The Appeal Army is composed of a group of men and women who are actively engaged in collecting subscriptions for the Appeal. They are divided into three sections: the City Appeal, the Country Appeal, and the Industrial Appeal. Each section is headed by a captain, who in turn is commanded by a general, the editor of the Appeal. The Appeal Army is a highly disciplined organization, and its members are expected to be courteous and respectful in their dealings with the public.

The Appeal Army's main objective is to increase the circulation of the Appeal. They do this by methods such as canvassing door to door, calling on businesses and organizations, and distributing pamphlets and flyers. They also use the media to their advantage, appearing on local radio and television programs to promote the Appeal.

The Appeal Army is crucial to the success of the Appeal. Without their efforts, the Appeal would not be able to reach as many people as it does today. They are a dedicated group of people who are committed to the cause of Socialism.

The Appeal Army's success is due to their hard work and dedication. They are a credit to the Appeal and to the movement of Socialism.
One Hundred Thousand Editors. There will be one hundred thousand new editors of the
appealed special edition dated March 7th.
And they are at work today gathering the contents of this great land of unemployment!
They are working in the streets, the mills, the
barns, the factories, the offices, the stores, and
wherever the workers are. They are working with
The workers are held down because
of an economic depression. The workers are
employed by the profits of their labor. The
The American farmer is facing a serious
situation. The depression has hit the
farmers hard and the banks have not
been able to lend them the money they need to
survive. The banks have foreclosed on many
farmers' properties and the debt is growing
enormous.
On a personal note, I am trying to make
ends meet. I have a family to support and
we are struggling to pay the bills. The
job market is tough and opportunities are
scarce. It is a difficult time for many people.

APPEAL'S ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.

No interference with beliefs. This
means that the workers have the
freedom to believe in whatever they
choose. It does not mean that their beliefs
will be enforced on others or that they
will be punished for holding different beliefs.

Socialism is an industrial policy that
embraces the corporation. It is a system where
the workers own the means of production.
The corporation is a business organization
that is owned by its shareholders. In a
socialist system, the workers would own
the corporation and make decisions about
how the business is run.

This has happened because of the
outbreak of the Spanish Civil War. The
proletariat has risen up against the
dictatorship of Francisco Franco. The
workers have seized the factories and
are running them democratically.

A wing of the workers of the world has
been driven into the hands of a few,
under the control of an industrial
capitalist. This has led to the
development of a class struggle,
where the working class is
organized and fighting for
their rights.

This is a period of transition to a
world without classes. The workers
are organizing and fighting for
their rights, and the capitalist class
is being challenged.

We are working with the farmers and the
workers to build a new world where
everyone has a fair share of the
wealth.

Henry Dubb Gets a Job Rolling Snowballs and He Actually Gets Back the Full Product of His Labor.

BY RYAN WALKER

HAVING the job of rolling snowballs
for Mr. Dubb, the janitor of the
school, has proven to be a
profitable endeavor. Each day, for the
past week, Mr. Dubb has been
rolling snowballs in the
yard of the school.

He has made about 500
snowballs, each weighing
about 5 pounds.

Mr. Dubb was paid
$0.70 per hour for his
work. This amounts to
$35 for the week.

The total weight of the
snowballs he rolled was
about 2500 pounds. This
is equal to about 5 tons.

Mr. Dubb was
considered to be a
good worker and was
promoted to the position
of supervisor of snowball
rolling.

The snowballs were
used to decorate the
school yard for the
winter festival. They were
displayed in various
shapes and sizes, and
were turned into a
bspincredible display.

The festival was
successful, and Mr. Dubb
was proud of his work.

Mr. Dubb
received the full product
of his labors.

February 7, 1914. Cub's of four or more, 40 cents, 25 cents.

THE CIRCULATION FIGURES WILL APPEAR NEXT WEEK.